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DVNLP relies on lying Managing Director
Thies Stahl, on 19.01.2018, update on 17.01.2020 1
On the Facebook page of the DVNLP regional group Baden-Württemberg, the
spokeswoman of this group, Susi Bayer, spread this message on 08.012018, which
was removed on 19.01.20182:
"Words from the office of Berend Hendriks: "On [such an original] occasion (mail from
Thies Stahl to the members of the DVNLP) we refer here to the final declaration of the
executive committee on the exclusion of Stahl:
http://www.dvnlp.de/mitglieder/abschlusserklarung-stahl/. Stahl's statements are
still the subject of a lawsuit by the DVNLP against Stahl.
If Ms. Bayer quoted DVNLP managing director Berend Hendriks correctly, the DVNLP
is officially spreading three lies:

1. Lie: Stahl would have been excluded
I resigned from the DVNLP in April 2015. I was confronted with the fact that the
DVNLP had transformed itself into a perpetrator and follower association with a
corrupted separation of powers, incompetently led by a fascist-totalitarian acting
executive committee representing a stupidly born-again double moral.

2. lie: The "final declaration" would still be on the net
The link to the "final declaration" published on 22.09.2015 in the member area of
dvnlp.de can of course not work, not even if you are logged in 3 as a DVNLP member,
because the executive committee had to remove this final declaration from the net
after an intervention of my lawyer in autumn 2017. This statement, with the false
assertions and lies4 it contains, had been presented by the executive committee to
the association's public on dvnlp.de for two full years.
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19.01.2018: Blog post; 20.01.2018: Under new title as PDF; 12.04.2018: minor corrections,
25.09.2018, 30.07.2019: Links corrected, 17.01.2020: Link "Legal facts" new. See also
https://thiesstahl.com/texte-und-materialien-zum-dvnlp/
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Link: DVNLP regional group BW on FB (19.01.2018)
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See DVNLP regional group BW on FB (19.01.2018)
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See Grandiose Lie - the "Final Declaration" of the DVNLP.

But: The net message, "Exclusion of Stahl", reached - as a lie - all readers: Even
though they might have been annoyed that the DVNLP managing director was once
again sloppy, i.e. no matter whether they followed the "broken link" or not, and also
no matter whether they could not even read the (non-existent) final statement of
the board of directors: as a hypnotically used pre-supposition they will have
accepted the perception of reality sold to them in this way, Thies Stahl was excluded.
This lie spread by the managing director of the DVNLP is supported by the fact that
the board of directors does not dare to make a statement on the resignation of its
founder - especially not one which the board of directors had promised several times
to publish together with me.

3. Lie: Statements made by Stahl would 'still' be the subject of an action by
the DVNLP against Stahl
The DVNLP has failed in court with its two lawsuits against me: See the judgement to
lift the "temporary injunction"5 (of course the 2014 general meeting of the DVNLP
was deceived and manipulated by the board of directors!) and the groundbreaking
"Nazi settlements" judgement6 on my article my article "DVNLP deserted by all good
spirits?7.

The DVNLP executive committee and its "man for the rough"
Since he himself has certainly taken the aforementioned final declaration (it was
available on dvnlp.de from September 2015 until autumn 2017 [!] slandering me) off
the net, DVNLP managing director Berend Hendriks8, was of course fully aware that
the link he and DVNLP regional group spokeswoman Susi Bayer had passed on to the
public would lead nowhere. Together with Ms. Bayer and the board of directors, he
will have cunningly assumed that most DVNLP members would find the effort of
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Link: "Judgment for manipulating and deceiving the 2014 membership."
Link: "Nazi analogies" court ruling
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Link: "DVNLP deserted by all good spirits? predetermined breaking point fascistoidtotalitarian slips and loss of self-control". See also: "The Perverse Triangle as a Recursive Pattern
in the DVNLP", "Violence, Abuse, Double Morals and the Return of the Repressed in the DVNLP",
"The NLP and the Mad. The DVNLP corrupts its method", "'My beautiful delinquent German
Association!' DVNLP completes perpetrator-victim conversion", "Perpetrator Association DVNLP Silence, Denial and Repression", "DVNLP + GNLC hide suspected sex offender", "Psychiatry. Not
funny", "Legal facts of the DVNLP case", "For what crimes is the DVNLP in the pillory?" and
"DVNLP is lying. Chronic".
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The fan of the Hallig Oland (a very small island in the north sea), Berend Hendriks, since his
employment as DVNLP managing director, he is presumably a Wikipedia user "halligoland" and
also takes care of the DVNLP page at Wikipedia, which was set up by this user at the time of his
employment. Occasionally "halligoland" was also an unwelcome vandalism guest on the "Thies
Stahl" Wikipedia page (see Are you "halligoland", Mr. DVNLP managing director Berend Henriks?).
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logging into the closed member area9 of dvnlp.de too high and would therefore
assume (as would the rest of the NLP-interested Facebook public) that the "final
declaration" was still on the net. At least that's what the final tip of the
spokeswoman of the DVNLP regional group Baden-Württemberg, Mrs. Bayer, says in
her message of January 8th, 2018 on the group's Facebook page: "To read it, please
log in on the DVNLP page or simply delete the mail [sent by Thies Stahl to all DVNLP
members on January 7th, 2018]. Your time is more valuable than the [so in the
original] you spend on it."
So the DVNLP executive committee is still publicly spreading the lie that I have been
expelled in the 2014 general meeting, which it manipulated and deceived, with the
help of its "man for the rough", Hallig-Oland Hendriks, and in connection with a
criminal "Ignore Stahl!" appeal by the DVNLP leadership.
According to the feedback I receive from the association environment, this is not an
isolated case as a communication to the members and the DVNLP regional and
specialist groups, but probably just a stupid industrial accident - since Mrs. Bayer did
not (only) pass it on orally, but published it on Facebook.
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https://www.dvnlp.de/mitglieder/login
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